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From Venture  B1  

Unit 3: Future intentions/Be careful! 

Grammar: be going to; after, before, when, while, as soon as; was/ were going to; 
be about to 

Functions:  talking about future intentions; talking about life events, intentions and 
ambitions; making predictions about the future  

Vocabulary: life events, intentions and ambitions; illnesses, injuries and accidents 

Competences: Culture 3 (The Paralympics – reading) pp.36-37 

(James Cracknell an inspirational life – listening) p. 37 

 Unit 4:  Arrangements/On holiday  

Grammar: future forms; present continuous, present simple, be going to; modal 
verbs will, shall 

Functions: talking about future arrangements and timetables; making decisions, 
offers, requests and promises 

Vocabulary: vehicles and transport; holidays 

Unit 5:  Jobs in the house 

Grammar: have to, don’t have to, must, mustn’t, (don’t) have to; both, neither 
(revision) 

Functions: apologising; talking about obligation; talking about rules and laws 

Vocabulary: jobs in the house 

Competences: Culture 5 (Jade a young carer’s story – listening) pp.56-57 

 



 

Unit 6:  Experiences/Supernatural events  

Grammar: present perfect with ever/never, irregular past participles; adverbs of 
manner and comparative adverbs; been vs gone, present perfect vs past simple 

Functions: talking about life experiences, talking about how things happen 

Vocabulary: life experiences; adverbs of manners 

Unit 7:  Relationships/Favourite possessions 

Grammar: present perfect with already, just, still, yet; present perfect with how 
long…?, for, since; past simple with how long…? and for; meet vs know 

Functions: talking about recent actions and events; talking about unfinished actions 
and situations  

Vocabulary: dating and relationship; possessions 

Competences: Culture 7 (Marriage Customs - Reading pp.76) 

(The History of rings - Listening pp.77) 

Unit 8:  A geography trip/The environment   

Grammar: modal verbs will, may, might, future predictions; modifying adverbs; zero 
conditional and 1st conditional; if, when, unless 

Functions: talking about future possibilities; talking about situations and results  

Vocabulary: geographical features; the environment 

Competences: Culture 8 (Guerrilla Gardening - Listening pp.85) 

Unit 9:  At the airport/Money 

Grammar: some, any, no, every compounds, too, (not) enough; make vs do and get  

Functions: going to the airport; talking about money  

Vocabulary: airports; money and finances 

Competences: Culture 9 (Reading pp.92-93) 



 

From Venture  B1+ 

Unit 1:  Job interviews/Freedom and rules 

Grammar: present perfect continuous with for, since; How long…? and for, since; 
make, let, be allowed to 

Functions: talking about unfinished actions and states; talking about permission and 
obligation 

Vocabulary: professional skills; freedom and parental control 

Unit 2: Computers and Technology/Design and innovation 

Grammar: infinitive of purpose: to+verb; expressing function: for+verb+-ing; present 
simple passive, past simple passive, by 

Functions: using generic names, explaining the purpose of things, talking about 
processes and facts 

Vocabulary: computers, the internet and technology; design and innovation 

TUTTI GLI ESERCIZI DELLO STUDENT’S BOOK E DEL WORKBOOK SONO STATI SVOLTI 
IN CLASSE E A CASA 

La classe ha assistito alla rappresentazione teatrale in lingua originale inglese di 
Grease 

La classe ha assistito alla rappresentazione teatrale in lingua italiana “Playing 
Shakespeare” presso il Globe Theatre 
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